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Chile: Monthly GDP (Imacec) expanded 7.2% y/y in March (+1.6% m/m)

•

Colombia: Mixed messages from the labour market

CHILE: MONTHLY GDP (IMACEC) EXPANDED 7.2% Y/Y IN MARCH (+1.6% M/M)
Temporary factors and genuine stabilization behind the recovery in economic activity.
On Monday, May 2, the central bank (BCCh) released data on monthly GDP for March,
which expanded 7.2% y/y, above market expectations (Bloomberg: 6.2%) and in line
with Scotiabank’s estimate (7.0%). Imacec grew 1.6% m/m (seasonal adjusted),
recouping part of the contraction in economic activity observed since December (chart 1),
largely owing to faster growth of services and a stabilization in goods production.
Temporary factors linked to the reopening and increased mobility, which we expected,
were behind a surprising seasonally adjusted monthly recovery in all economic sectors.
Even trade, which has slowed since late 2021, showed indications of stabilizing. While it is
too early to say that the economy has returned to its long-term growth trend, there are
signs that point in that direction.
In this respect, the quarterly contraction of 0.4% q/q reflects convergence towards
trend levels of GDP. However, it also raises the risk of a moderate technical recession
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should Q2-2022 likewise reveal negative q/q growth. A technical recession would be
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consistent with our base case scenario, in which the second half of the year is crucial to
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coming from heightened political uncertainty.
All economic sectors expanded m/m in March, with the contribution of mining and
services standing out (chart 2). Mining increased 6.6% m/m, recovering part of the drop
in recent months. Despite this performance, prospects for the sector for the balance of
the year are limited, given the persistent drop in grades and the drought, which affects
production. Services grew 0.7% m/m, supported by personal and business services. As a
whole, we estimate that the services sectors will sustain GDP growth this year, mainly
thanks to the dynamism projected for investment.
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projection include external factors linked to the global slowdown as well as local factors
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our higher-than-consensus estimate of annual GDP growth in 2022 of 3%. Risks to our
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Against these developments, the BBCh’s scenario for 2022 GDP growth of 1.6% is coming under scrutiny, although the external scenario
continues to be a challenge for the coming months. In the March Monetary Policy Report, GDP growth of 7.5% y/y was projected for the Q1
-2022, compared to the upside surprise of 0.4 ppts with the 7.9% y/y growth for the quarter reported today. However, the international
scenario looks worse than just a few months ago and is likely to dampen GDP expectations.
—Jorge Selaive, Anibal Alarcón, & Waldo Riveras
COLOMBIA: MIXED MESSAGES FROM THE LABOUR MARKET
Chart 3

Employment data for March, released on Friday, April 29, show that in-person activities
are contributing to job creation compared to one year ago, especially for the female
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population, though total employment remains 2.2% below pre-pandemic levels, while
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12%, respectively (chart 3). In fact, employment contracted by 132 thousand jobs in March
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We also saw further improvements in terms of the gender gap. In February, male
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unemployment stood at 9.6% (as compared to 11.8% in March 2021), while female
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the clear effect of the return of in-person activities, especially schooling, which has allowed
women return to the labour market.
Summing up, March’s unemployment rate improved compared with one year ago,
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negative side, employment in the construction sector contracted (-199 thousand).
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reflecting the effects of reopening. However, total employment continues to be 2% below pre-pandemic levels, which together with
informality remain key labour market challenges.
—Sergio Olarte, Maria Mejía, & Jackeline Piraján
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